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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."

ILLEGALS POUR INTO USA
In recent weeks, a tide of young, unaccompanied minors crossing the Texas border
illegally has pushed the US immigration system to its breaking point. Unable to cope
with the volume of children crossing the border without their parents, immigration
authorities have had to find emergency solutions, such as housing thousands in a San
Antonio Air Force base, a California Navy base, and a makeshift detention center in
Nogales, Ariz. The Associated Press reported that the Nogales warehouse was running
out of supplies. After Arizona officials complained about the Border Patrol shipping
migrants in from Texas and dropping them at bus stations, the Department of
Homeland Security on Friday halted that policy. The US has instead begun housing
unaccompanied migrant children on military installations in Texas and California, under
the supervision of FEMA Director Craig Fugate.
Republican critics say an executive action that the president took in 2012 is to
blame, calling the situation "an administration-made disaster."
At issue is Mr. Obama's Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), which in 2012
allowed some undocumented immigrants who came to America as minors to defer
deportation for two years. Last week, the administration announced guidelines for
how these immigrants could defer deportation for a further two years.
DACA supposedly would not apply to anyone coming across the border today. Only
undocumented immigrants who were brought to the US as minors before June 15,
2007, are eligible. But to Republican critics, DACA created the opportunity for
misinformation and confusion.
"Word has gotten out around the world about President Obama's lax immigration
enforcement policies and it has encouraged more individuals to come to the
United States illegally,"
FEDS DROP PLANELOADS OF ILLEGALS IN EL PASO...
On Saturday, Maria, who preferred not to give her last name and the names of her two
daughters, stopped at the El Paso Greyhound station Downtown.
Maria is a Guatemalan undocumented immigrant. She said she was too nervous to
remember dates and details of how and where she was detained.
She added that she was on her way to Tennessee to reunite with her sister.
Maria said that before being released from immigration custody, immigration
officials communicated with her sister to arrange travel plans to Tennessee.
"Immigration told me, 'You are free, you can leave,' " Maria said.
HUNDREDS MORE SHIPPED TO AZ...
Growing concern of diseases...
No end in sight for 'dumping' policy...
White House Launches Program to Provide Lawyers...
The Obama administration said Friday that it was starting a program to provide
lawyers for children facing deportation as it scrambles to deal with the soaring
number of unaccompanied minors illegally crossing the border from Mexico.
Under the plan, the federal government will issue $2 million in grants to enroll
about 100 lawyers and paralegals to represent immigrant children making their
way through the immigration court system.
Cruz: Obama 'lawlessness' responsible for crisis...
Cantor: Time to strike deal... GOP Majority Leader Rep. Eric Cantor called for a

compromise immigration deal with Barack Obama during a campaign interview with
a local Virginia TV station.
“I have told the president, there are some things we can work on together,” he said
in the WTVR interview.
“We can work on the border security bill together, we can work on something like the
kids,” he said referring to his proposal to offer some undetermined variety of
amnesty to the children and youths of millions of parents who entered the
country illegally.
“So far, the president has just insisted that it’s all or nothing, [it is] my way or the
highway,” Cantor complained.
Border Agent Issues Desperate Plea for Help, Says US Completely Overrun By
Criminal Aliens
On June 10, 2014--A US Border Patrol agent stationed in South Texas has reached
out in a desperate plea for help, stating more than half of immigrants crossing the
border end up doing so successfully and that many of those are the most
criminal types.
“As a Border Patrol Agent, I can tell you as an eye witness that we are currently losing
more than we are catching,” the agent claims, whose name has been withheld to protect
him from retaliation.
Labeling efforts to secure the border an “ongoing crisis,” the agent points to numerous
issues further adding to the fruitless task, including a lack of staffing, a lack of support
from the American people and the Obama administration’s refusal to acknowledge the
crisis.
Patrolling the Rio Grande Valley sector, the United States’ southernmost border with
Mexico and its most porous, the agent says immigrants who evade capture are typically
the most violent.
“The ones we are losing are convicted felons, aliens from special interest
countries, and other high risk individuals. We are so overwhelmed and
preoccupied by the flood of juveniles and family units that we cannot use our
resources to catch the more serious aliens,” the agent states.
Furthermore, the agent says, under the direction of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, immigrants are being rounded up and released in largely-Hispanic
populated South Texas towns, such as Brownsville and McAllen, because “fewer
people will notice or care.”
“We have been doing that for months before the stories broke in Phoenix,
Arizona a couple of weeks ago,” reports the agent.
Desperate for a solution to the overwhelming number of immigrants flooding past
the border (the agent estimates they are unable to prevent sometimes more than
10,000 per week), a petition has also been launched on the White House website
asking President Obama for support.
http://www.infowars.com/border-agent-issues-desperate-plea-for-help-says-uscompletely-overrun-by-criminal-aliens/print
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Chicken pox, staph infection fears...
Widespread sexual activity...
Feds violating child abuse laws?
THIRD military base tapped to house illegal immigrant children...
The Obama administration announced it is designating a third U.S. military base for
emergency housing of children immigrating illegally into the United States without
parents or relatives.
The news came as officials insist that the children are in good hands, despite
allegations of abuse by US authorities.
Senior administration officials, who asked not to be identified, told reporters that an
Army base at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, will initially hold 600 ‘unaccompanied minors’ and
eventually will be able to accommodate up to 1,200.
Deportation costs soar...
Valerie Jarrett in secret meetings with activists...
President Obama’s senior White House adviser Valerie Jarrett held a series of
meetings with illegal immigrant activists during Obama’s first term and
concluded that “They are the best that we have.”
Jarrett, a Chicago-era mentor to Obama and wife Michelle, is currently fighting to
pass immigration reform legislation, in her words, “this summer.”
3 Days to Create a Killer Via Prozac
By: Dr. Ignatius Piazza--Founder and Director--Front Sight Firearms Training Institute
The purpose of my blog is to be as pro-active as possible in spreading the truth
about the importance of our cherished Second Amendment, while exposing the
liars, whores and thieves who conspire to strip us of our freedoms.
With that in mind, I am exposing the most sinister group who have ever walked
the face of the earth and are responsible for more deaths each year than all the
gun violence in America combined. And worse than that, they are blaming guns,
to hide their own crimes!
First, see this news video that reveals that the normally good kid, Jose Reyes, was
given Prozac by a psychiatrist and on just the third day of taking this powerful, mindaltering, violence-and-suicide-inducing drug, Jose took a gun to school and shot
classmates, a teacher and then himself.
Watch: http://youtu.be/Uy3Z3pn7-xg
Think this is an isolated incident? Think again. In early clinical test of these antidepressants, people with no past history of depression, violence or suicide, killed
themselves after taking these drugs! But it did not stop the pharmaceutical companies
from rolling the dangerous drugs out to the public! As a result, the psych-drug-induced
carnage increases by the day.
I would be negligent in my efforts to increase your awareness of potential threats to your
safety, well-being and freedom, if I did not expose those who conspire to deceive you,
harm you and hook you (and your children, nieces, nephews, and grandchildren) on
psych meds.
I also recognize that “mental illness” is the gun grabbers best friend. The
government is now using any diagnosis of mental illness as reason to deny
ownership and even confiscate weapons from responsible citizens who fall prey

to the marketing schemes of the pharmaceutical companies and their drug
pushing psychiatrists. These drugs cause violence and suicide, so the
government uses the highly publicized shootings to restrict guns from
responsible citizens and increases funding for more psych screenings and psych
drug prescription, thus throwing gasoline on the fire!
If you think I am exaggerating this danger to society or you think that psych
drugs must serve some greater good that overshadows the death and destruction
they cause, then watch this video and become truly informed.
Just ask Jose Reyes’ family if they wish they had seen this video before allowing
a psychiatrist to see their son and give him psych drugs. Jose is just one of
thousands of psych drug failures every month. DON’T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU
OR THOSE YOU CARE ABOUT. Take the time to watch the entire video and make
sure your family watches it too. Then forward this e-mail to everyone you care
about. The lives you save will be your own and those of your family and friends.
Video--Making a Killing: The Untold Story of Psychotropic Drugging - Full Movie
(Documentary) Play: http://youtu.be/UDlH9sV0lHU
PSYCH DRUGS ARE THE CAUSE OF SCHOOL SHOOTINGS AND MILITARY
SUICIDES, NOT GUNS!
See my previous blog posts for more details on the real cause of mass shootings.
http://www.ignatius-piazza-front-sight.com/2014/05/14/front-sight-blog-video-3-dayscreate-killer/

